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Quantifying the regulatory role of individual
transcription factors in Escherichia coli
Sunil Guharajan1∗ , Shivani Chhabra2 , Vinuselvi Parisutham1 , Robert C.
Brewster1,3
Abstract
Transcription factors (TFs) modulate gene expression by binding to regula-
tory DNA sequences surrounding target genes. To isolate the fundamental
regulatory interactions of E. coli TFs, we measure regulation of TFs act-
ing on synthetic target genes that are designed to isolate the individual TF
regulatory effect. This data is interpreted through a thermodynamic model
that decouples the role of TF copy number and TF binding affinity from
the interactions of the TF on RNA polymerase through two distinct mecha-
nisms: (de)stabilization of the polymerase and (de)acceleration of transcrip-
tion initiation. We find the contribution of each mechanism towards the
observed regulation depends on TF identity and binding location; for the set
of TFs studied here, regulation immediately downstream of the promoter is
not sensitive to TF identity, however these same TFs regulate through dis-
tinct mechanisms at an upstream binding site. Furthermore, depending on
binding location, these two mechanisms of regulation can act coherently, to
reinforce the observed regulatory role (activation or repression), or incoher-
ently, where the TF regulates two distinct steps with opposing effect.
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Introduction1
Transcriptional regulation of gene expression is one of the major mech-2
anisms by which cells respond to cues and stimuli. Transcription factors3
(TFs) perform this regulation through binding to the DNA around the pro-4
moter to alter the rate of transcription from individual genes [1, 2]. The5
regulatory DNA of each gene is distinct and can involve several to dozens6
of TF binding sites arranged in specific architectures to achieve the desired7
expression level. However, predicting the level of gene expression based on8
the regulatory architecture of a gene remains a central challenge in the field9
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7].10
While many methods have been developed to determine TF binding speci-11
ficity and to predict when and where TFs will bind [8, 9, 10, 11], there has12
been less focus on what TFs do once bound. Historically, measurements13
of TF function are the result of knocking out the endogenous TF and ob-14
serving how gene expression changes as a result. This serves its purpose in15
predicting the specific role of that TF on a specific gene but offers less pre-16
dictive power when examining regulation of other genes by that same TF or17
to different binding sites. These measurements of gene regulation are often18
entangled in indirect regulatory effects such as TF-TF interactions [12, 13],19
feedback [14, 15], physiological (i.e. growth rate) [16, 17] and off-target com-20
petitive effects of decoy binding sites or other genes in the network [18, 19].21
Indeed, TFs are increasingly losing the simple “activator” or “repressor” la-22
bels and have been characterized as “dual function” [20]. The entanglement23
between indirect and direct regulation likely contributes to this ambiguity.24
Furthermore, these discrete characterizations of TF function are incapable25
of capturing the quantitative level of regulation imparted by a TF.26
Here we study the isolated regulatory function of a set of E. coli TFs in27
a system designed to remove the typical confounding factors of natural genes28
and quantify the direct regulatory effect of a TF based on factors such as29
TF concentration, binding affinity and binding location. Using a collection30
of strains where the average copy number of most TFs in the cell can be31
controlled, we measure the level of regulation of an individual TF acting on32
a synthetic promoter sequence. This promoter is designed to be regulated33
only by that TF, and it is targeted to a binding site whose location and34
sequence we control. To interpret this data, we use a thermodynamic model35
of gene regulation to parameterize TF regulatory function. In principle,36
the TF could exert its regulatory effect at any one of the distinct kinetic37
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steps of the transcriptional process [21, 22, 23, 24] or on several of them38
simultaneously, and our model course-grains TF activity into two distinct39
modes of regulation. The first regulatory mode “stabilization” corresponds40
to stabilization (or destabilization) of the polymerase at the promoter by41
the TF. The second mode “acceleration” corresponds to a TFs ability to42
accelerate (or decelerate) the initiation of transcription when both the TF43
and polymerase are bound to the promoter. Using this model we infer the44
quantitative contribution from each of these modes in the data. Importantly,45
this process allows for the decoupling of properties that are extrinsic to the46
TF such as affinity to the operator binding site, the overall concentration of47
the TF or feedback in the network from the core regulatory role of the TF48
in modulating the steps of the transcription process.49
We expect the regulatory parameters of a TF to vary based on the iden-50
tity of the TF and the binding site location on the regulated promoter. In51
this study, we investigate the role of TF identity by measuring regulation of 652
TFs (AcrR, AgaR, ArsR, AscG, BetI, and CpxR) at two common binding lo-53
cations: directly downstream of the promoter, where repression is commonly54
observed, and 61 bases upstream of the promoter, a site commonly associ-55
ated with activation (although databases of regulatory interactions record56
roughly as many TFs repress at −61 as activate). We find that, despite the57
diverse nature of the TFs tested (five of the TFs are annotated repressors58
and one of them, CpxR, is a known activator), the regulation for all TFs59
immediately downstream is consistent with a form of repression that is set60
by the degree of occupancy of the TF at the promoter - independent of TF61
identity. This commonality across the TFs disappears when we measure the62
effect at −61, where the TFs exhibit different degrees of stabilization with63
both CpxR and AgaR engaging in significant stabilization of RNAP. To com-64
pliment this, we took CpxR and systematically quantified the contribution65
of the regulatory modes as a function of TF binding location and find that66
CpxR sets the degree of activation by engaging in two distinct regulatory67
paradigms. Binding locations that see strong activation have CpxR engag-68
ing in “coherent” regulation: the activation is enforced by stabilization and69
acceleration of RNAP. Locations with weak activation, however, have CpxR70
regulating the two modes oppositely by stabilizing RNAP yet slowing the71
rate of promoter escape - demonstrating that such “incoherent” regulation72
plays a useful role in allowing a single TF to generate a spectrum of regula-73
tory responses emerging from the relative effects of the TF on these distinct74
steps.75
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Results76
Thermodynamic model for single TF regulation77
In order to deconvolve the role of TF copy number, binding affinity and78
binding location from the intrinsic regulatory interactions of the TF with79
polymerase we use a thermodynamic model of gene expression [25, 26, 27,80
28, 29, 30, 31] where we consider only a single TF acting on an otherwise81
unregulated gene. Figure 1A shows the various promoter states considered in82
the model (left column) along with the relative probability of each state oc-83
curring (middle column) and the rate of expression from each promoter state84
(right column); the promoter can be unbound by TF and RNAP, bound by85
polymerase only, bound by TF only, or bound by both. The probability with86
which these states occur is a function of each molecules (polymerase and TF)87
binding affinity with their specific DNA binding sites (∆εP and ∆εTF) and88
the available number of each molecule in the cell (Np and NTF). For the89
cobound state, we consider two distinct mechanistic influences of the TF on90
gene expression. The first effect represents altered stability of the polymerase91
at the promoter when TF is bound due to a favorable (activating) or disfa-92
vorable (repressive) interaction between TF and polymerase. As a result, the93
cobound state occurs with increased relative probability to the single bound94
state by a factor β (implying an energetic interaction of log(β) in units of95
kBT ). The second parameter α represents the change in transcription rate96
when the TF and polymerase are cobound and is written as a multiplicative97
factor to the base expression rate of polymerase bound in the absence of TF;98
for example, α = 2 would imply that transcription initiation rate is doubled99
when the TF and polymerase are co-bound. In both cases the parameters100
represent increases to gene expression when greater than unity and decreases101
of gene expression when less than unity. Importantly, the parameters are not102
constrained and can, in principle, have opposing or compounding effects; i.e.103
this model allows for a TF that both stabilizes polymerase binding but slows104
the rate of transcription from that state resulting in apparent activation or105
repression depending on the relative strengths of those effects. The final pa-106
rameter, NNS is equated to the size of the genome in base pairs (4.6 × 106)107
and is not varied in our experiments, for more details see [32, 27]. Further-108
more, the parameters related to polymerase binding can be simplified into a109
single parameters in our model as P = Np exp (−∆εP)/NNS.110
The final expression, boxed below in Figure 1A (and derived in the Meth-111
ods section), predicts the fold-change in gene expression of a target gene.112
4
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Fold-change is defined as the expression level of the target gene in the pres-113
ence of a number of TFs (NTF) divided by the expression level in the absence114
of that TF (i.e NTF = 0). Fold-change greater than 1 signifies activation,115
while fold-change below 1 signifies repression. The fold-change equation is116
simplified by collecting the regulatory parameters into two effective parame-117
ters FCmax and χ. FCmax represents the fold-change when the number of TFs118
in the system are saturating; in the case of a repressor it is the minimum119
fold-change achievable and in the case of an activator it is the maximum120
fold-change achievable. Importantly FCmax depends only on a TFs degree of121
acceleration (α) and stabilization (β) and not TF binding affinity or concen-122
tration. The second term, χ, represents the rate at which the fold-change123
approaches FCmax. This rate of approach depends on the TF binding affinity124
(∆εTF) and the degree to which the TF recruits/stabilizes RNA polymerase125
(1 + βP ). These factors together with the number of TFs (NTF) can be126
thought of as an effective TF concentration.127
These effective parameters are useful because they transform this system128
with many variables (TF and polymerase binding affinity, TF and polymerase129
number, degree of acceleration, degree of stabilization, etc) capable of pro-130
ducing a diverse range of response curves in the fold-change vs TF copy131
number space into a very simple system dictated by two fundamental quan-132
tities: the maximum fold-change FCmax and the effective TF concentration133
χNTF. This is demonstrated in Figure 1B where we plot fold-change against134
TF number for an activator (upper curves) and a repressor (lower curves)135
with FCmax = 100 and FCmax = 1/100 respectively. In each scenario we136
plot 3 colored curves, the red curve has no contribution from stabilization137
(β = 1). The blue curve is identical to the red curve except with slightly138
stronger TF binding affinity and the green is once again identical to the red139
curve except with significant contribution from stabilization (β = 10 with α140
adjusted to keep FCmax unchanged). Figure 1C demonstrates the fold-change141
as a function of effective TF concentration, χNTF. When plotted this way142
the data from all three curves collapses to a single curve that is determined143
entirely by the value of FCmax, independent of specific values of α and β.144
Points with identical TF concentrations in Figure 1B now scatter on the col-145
lapsed curves and the green and blue points (which had higher values of χ)146
are further along the curve; a large value of χ hastens the approach to FCmax147
for the same TF concentration (NTF). Specifically, two TFs with similar net148
regulatory effect (similar FCmax) that operate through different regulatory149
mechanisms, for instance one through strong acceleration (large α, β ≈ 1)150
5
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and one through strong stabilization (large β, α ≈ 1), will trace out exactly151
the same curve in this space, however the strong stabilizer will have a higher152
effective TF concentration and thus move further along the curve given the153
same TF concentrations and binding affinities. In figure 1D, data collapse154
curves for a range of FCmax values is shown.155
Figure 1E provides a hierarchical overview of model parameters and their156
relationship to controllable biological features of the in vivo system. The157
upper level shows the effective parameters FCmax and χNTF which define158
the contour of regulatory curves like those in Figure 1D. These effective pa-159
rameters are composed of a combination of the “physical” parameters on160
the second level of the diagram. These parameters correspond to basic fea-161
tures of the system such as numbers of molecules, affinities or interactions162
between molecules. The third level of the diagram shows the biological con-163
trols we have available to control the corresponding physical parameters.164
The approach we take below will be to profile the regulatory function and165
characterize the inherent regulatory parameters (α and β) of six TFs (AgaR,166
ArsR, AcrR, AscG, BetI, and CpxR) by controlling the copy number, binding167
location and binding sequence of each. A potential challenge in determining168
α and β stems from their connectedness in the effective parameters χ and169
FCmax. Due to the fact that χ is proportional to (1 + βP ), if the stabiliza-170
tion parameter β is much smaller than 1/P ≈ 15 (measured previously for171
the promoter sequence used in our experiments [33]) then χ will no longer172
strongly depend on β because (1 + βP ) ≈ 1. In cases such as this, which173
we label “weak stabilization”, we are left with only one effective parameter174
FCmax to determine the two regulatory parameters α and β and it is not pos-175
sible to distinguish between regulation driven by a change in the transcription176
rate (acceleration/deceleration) or by modulation of polymerase occupancy177
at the promoter (stabilization/destabilization).178
Experimental measurements of individual TF regulatory function179
To measure regulation by an individual TF in E. coli as a function of180
TF identity and binding position on the promoter we utilize synthetic tech-181
niques to create simple and controllable gene circuits. In this approach we182
have created E. coli strains, schematically illustrated in Figure 2A-B, where183
the endogenous copy of each studied TF is knocked out and reintroduced184
as a TF-mCherry fusion integrated into the genome at the ybcN locus (Fig-185
ure 2A). Expression of the synthetic TF-mCherry promoter can be induced186
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with anhydrotetracycline (aTc) (for details, see Methods). This system en-187
ables precise control of TF copy number (Figure 2D) which is measured either188
by wide-field fluorescent microscopy or flow cytometry (Figure 2C, see Meth-189
ods). Using this system we are able to induce these TFs from leaky levels190
(several per cell) up to several thousand per cell; the full induction curve191
of each strain is shown in Figure 2D. Importantly, although we control the192
concentration of the TF, many TFs are capable of existing in distinct binding193
conformations that may alter the active TF number, the regulatory param-194
eters (α and β), or both. For all but one of the TFs studied here, we expect195
that the TFs will always be active in our growth conditions, however BetI is196
inactivated by choline (which we do not control for) and as such we expect197
to have some fraction of BetI inactive at low TF concentrations [34, 35].198
In each of these individually tunable tf-mCherry strains, a target pro-199
moter that drives YFP expression is integrated into the genome at the galK200
locus, see Figure 2B. The basic promoter incorporates a modified lac RNAP201
binding sequence where the RNAP occupancy term, P , was measured previ-202
ously [33]. Otherwise, the promoter is designed to be free of specific known203
TF binding sequences. To study the regulatory role of a specific TF, we intro-204
duce a TF-specific binding site (chosen from an array of known binding sites205
with strong evidence of that particular TF binding [20, 36]) cloned either206
directly downstream of the transcription start site (TSS), annotated as +1207
for simplification or centered at 61 bases upstream of the TSS, annotated as208
−61. The effect of the TF binding to the promoter is then measured in terms209
of YFP fluorescence protein expression as a function of average number of210
TFs per cell for a given induction condition (Figure 2C). For this work, our211
focus is to select a binding site that will bind the TF. The affinity of the site212
or how the particular choice may influence the regulatory parameters is not213
something we explore exhaustively here. The specific binding sites chosen214
for each TF can be found in the supplemental material.215
Regulatory response of six different TFs at +1 and −61216
Figure 3A-F shows the fold-change in YFP expression (promoter activ-217
ity) as a function of TF copy number for the TFs examined in this study218
measured using single-cell fluorescent microscopy. In these plots regulation219
at +1 is shown as red points, regulation at −61 is shown as green points and220
a control promoter with no TF binding site is shown in blue. The six TFs221
display diverse regulatory behavior which depends on both the TF identity222
and TF binding location on the gene. For example, CpxR (figure 3F) is a223
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repressor when bound at +1 but activates at −61, AscG (figure 3D) is a224
strong repressor at +1, however has almost no regulatory role at −61, and225
BetI (figure 3E) represses at both +1 and −61 but much more weakly at −61226
despite binding to the same sequence at both locations. One commonality227
between the curves is that at +1 every TF in this study acts as a repres-228
sor. Naively the “strength” of this repression appears rather diverse; the229
repression from some TFs reduces YFP expression by 10−3 in fold-change230
(BetI), while others never drop below 10−1 (AgaR). The solid lines in this231
figure show a fit to the model in Figure 1A (boxed equation). In this case232
we are explicitly measuring the number of TFs, NTF, and we fit for the two233
unknown parameters χ and FCmax (see Figure 1A). In four of the six curves234
(Figure 3A,D-F), the +1 regulation data gives FCmax consistent with zero.235
This result is consistent with the regulatory mode of perfect repression; i.e.236
that the TF completely shuts the gene off when bound. As such, the dif-237
ference in regulation at +1 between the TFs must be attributed entirely to238
either binding affinity or differing levels of stabilization (β) between TFs.239
A typical assumption is that TFs operating at +1 regulate by steric hin-240
drance (β = 0), such that when the TF is bound at +1 polymerase binding241
is occluded. Previous studies [37, 25, 18, 38] support this assumption. The242
remaining curves (Figure 3B,C) show FCmax of order 10
−1, however in both243
cases the binding is weak to the point we do not see the expected saturation244
of fold-change with TF copy number and, as such, the data from these curves245
is also consistent with FCmax of zero with a slightly increased value of χ to246
compensate. The collapse of all +1 regulation data to the perfect repression247
contour (FCmax = 0) is demonstrated in Figure 4A where we plot the fold-248
change against the effective TF concentration, χNTF for these six TFs; the249
+1 data for all six TFs largely fits to a single regulatory contour associated250
with perfect repression once the extrinsic features such as TF copy number251
and binding affinity are “normalized away”.252
Although at +1 the fold-change curve for each TF collapsed on a unifying253
regulatory profile (with FCmax = 0), at −61 these TFs operate with a diverse254
range of regulatory effects; some TFs mirror the function at +1, showing a255
similar profile to the response function at +1, while others show limited256
repressive capabilities that saturate at specific fold-change values (FCmax),257
while other TFs activate expression at −61. In order to quantify FCmax and258
χ for each TF acting at −61, we fit the data in Figure 3 with the theory259
in the fold-change equation above. We find that the repressive TFs have260
FCmax values ranging between 0.2 and 0.7 while the lone activating TF is261
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around 4. In Figure 4B, we plot the fold-change data against the effective262
TF concentration, χNTF. Now, rather than each TF following the same263
trajectory, the regulation data for these six TFs follow unique trajectories264
corresponding to specific values of FCmax. Figure 4C, demonstrates that265
FCmax at +1 and −61 for these six TFs is not correlated between the two266
locations.267
In Figure 4D we show the fit value of χ for each TF at −61 against268
the fit value of χ at +1. Recall that χ is composed of the product of two269
effects: the binding affinity and the stabilization. We do not expect the TF270
binding energy, ∆εTF, to depend on where the binding site is located since271
the binding sequence is not changed [20]. The other possible contribution to272
χ comes from stabilization and takes the form (1 + βP ) which means that273
β needs to be much larger than P for stabilization to impact χ. We expect274
the data points will fall into two potential outcomes. Points that lay on the275
black dashed line indicate that stabilization is not playing a significant role276
in the regulation at −61. However, points that are above the black dashed277
lines imply that the TF utilizes stabilization of RNAP (shown as red lines in278
Figure 4D). As can be seen, many of the data points are consistent with small279
or zero β but two TFs, corresponding to AgaR and CpxR, are significantly280
above this line implying that stabilization may be playing a role in their281
respective regulation. The implied magnitude of stabilization is shown by282
the red lines in the figure. Interestingly, AgaR in this case is a repressor but283
appears to also impart the strongest stabilization of the six TFs, suggesting284
that even though this TF stabilizes (β > 1) the polymerase at the promoter285
it more strongly decreases the rate of transcription from polymerase bound286
at the promoter (α < 1) resulting in a net repression of gene expression. This287
highlights a mechanism of repression that is fundamentally distinct from the288
downstream (+1) position regulation for the AgaR, and demonstrates an289
incoherent regulatory strategy where the TF engages RNAP at two distinct290
steps with opposing effect.291
Profiling the spatial regulatory landscape of the CpxR TF292
We now examine how the regulatory parameters that quantify stabiliza-293
tion (β) and acceleration (α) vary with binding location for one TF, CpxR.294
As demonstrated in Figure 5A, CpxR naturally binds to a wide range of295
promoter locations in order to regulate dozens of different genes in E. coli.296
However, the regulatory role of CpxR as a function of binding location is297
9
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unclear from this data; both repressive and activating interactions are at-298
tributed to many of the locations upstream of the promoter. Furthermore,299
we have evidence that CpxR is capable of regulating through stabilization at300
−61 implying that we may be able to separate regulation through stabiliza-301
tion and regulation through acceleration in a more thorough examination.302
To measure the isolated regulatory behavior of CpxR as a function of bind-303
ing location, we take the same synthetic target gene (Figure 2B) and move304
the TF binding site between positions centered at -48 base pairs from the305
TSS to -112 base pairs from the TSS (see Figure 5B). We chose this range306
because the vast majority of natural CpxR binding sites occur within these307
limits (Figure 5A). In order to enable rapid cloning and measurement, the308
target gene is cloned into a low-copy plasmid (rather than integrated into the309
genome) and fold-change in target expression and TF abundance is measured310
using flow cytometry (rather than single-cell microscopy). We find consistent311
results with the target gene on plasmid or integrated into the genome (see312
supplemental material).313
The data for fold-change as a function of CpxR copy number for the bind-314
ing location sweep is shown in Figure 5D. Regulation of the positions studied315
here is primarily activation, with 11 positions showing increased expression316
ranging from 2-fold to over 100 fold and just one upstream position showing317
moderate repression. We find that the regulatory effect of CpxR depends318
strongly on binding site location; the −54 binding location shows weak re-319
pression but is flanked by activating positions only a few bases away (−50320
and −56). As expected, positions that are far from the promoter (in this case321
beyond roughly 82 base pairs) show little-to-no regulation. In Figure 5C, we322
show fit values of FCmax as a function of binding location on the promoter for323
this data. Interestingly, we expected to see an 11 base periodicity in FCmax324
corresponding to the helicity of DNA [39, 31, 40]; we see this very roughly325
with maxima in activation around -48, -60, -70 and -80 (± 1 bp), however326
-64 is a strong outlier which is expected to be close to a minimum but is327
strongly activating as measured here.328
To extract the regulatory parameters α and β precisely from this data,329
it is helpful to replot the fold-Change data using a “position manifold”.330
Demonstrated schematically in Figure 6A, the position manifold plots the331
fold-change at one position against the fold-change of another position, each332
data point in this space corresponds to a measurement of both TF binding333
positions at the same TF concentration. In this case, we chose to plot all334
position data against the corresponding fold-change at +1; we chose +1 be-335
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cause based on Figure 4A we believe regulation is “pure steric hindrance”336
(FCmax = 0, β = 0) here. The advantage of this approach is that it en-337
ables the inference of β at other positions based on the curvature of the data338
without the need to simultaneously infer the TF binding affinity or TF copy339
number (see Methods for model assumptions). As seen in Figure 6B, data in340
the position manifold are expected to be lines emanating from (1, 1) which341
is the defined fold-change of both locations when the number of TFs is zero.342
As TF concentration is increased, the fold-change at +1 decreases towards343
0 and the fold-change at the second position will either increase or decrease344
depending on the regulatory function at that position; as such activating345
positions have curves that rise as you move towards zero on the x-axis while346
repressive positions decrease. The role of β is clear in this formulation. When347
β is small (compared to 1/P ) the profiles are straight lines. However, larger348
β will cause the curve to rise or fall more rapidly than linear reaching FCmax349
at higher values of the corresponding +1 fold-change. A related approach350
using regulatory manifolds has been applied previously [38].351
In Figure 6C we replot the data from Figure 5D as fold-change at a certain352
position against fold-change at +1; each data point represents a measurement353
of fold-change at these two different binding locations for a given TF copy354
number within the cell. The plots are arranged from the highest FCmax355
(strong activation at −64) to the lowest FCmax (weak repression at −54).356
The solid line represents our model curve using the inferred values of α and357
β. Based on the inferred stabilization values, we find that the activation358
profiles across the position sweep is driven by varying degrees of stabilization359
and acceleration. The inferred values for α and β of all measured positions are360
shown in Table 1. We find strong stabilization in regulation at positions -50,361
-60, -54, -48, and -64; visual inspection of Figure 6C shows the curvature we362
expected to see from strong stabilization. Several positions -58, -56, -70, and363
-74 have regulation profiles that are approximately straight lines implying364
that CpxR either destabilizes or does not regulate through stabilization (i.e.365
(1 + βP ) ≈ 1).366
Figure 6D shows a heat map for log (FCmax) as a function of the regu-367
lation parameters α and β. The dashed black lines, which denote α and β368
equal to 1, divide the map into four quadrants, each quadrant with a spe-369
cific qualitative regulatory scheme. The bottom-right and top-left quadrants370
represent coherent regulation strategies where α and β both contribute to371
activate (bottom-right) or repress (top-left) gene expression. On the other372
hand the bottom-left and top-right quadrant are incoherent in the sense that373
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α and β have opposing regulatory effects: TFs in these quadrant either slow374
the initiation rate of transcription while also stabilizing polymerase at the375
promoter (bottom-left) or increase the initiation rate of transcription while376
destabilizing the polymerases presence at the promoter (top-right). The solid,377
white contour in this plot shows where these two effects balance and the net378
fold-change is 1, left of this line represents TFs that repress, right of this line379
represents TFs that activate. Contours of constant FCmax are drawn as white380
dashed lines marking 10 fold increases/decreases in FCmax. On this same plot381
we also show the inferred probability distribution of the parameters α and382
β for each position in our data. The black points are lower probability with383
lighter points representing higher probability values for the α and β param-384
eters. One notable phenomenon is for positions with β less than roughly 10,385
the inference begins to fail for α and β. The alignment between the infer-386
ence clouds of these positions and the constant FCmax contours shows that387
while we make very precise estimations of FCmax, the values of α and β are388
less certain and correlated. This is an unfortunate consequence of the weak389
stabilization limit in our model. Interestingly, at positions −54, −80 and390
−82, we see the incoherent behavior discussed above where the TF appears391
to both stabilize polymerase at the promoter and also slow the rate of initi-392
ation, essentially serving opposing functions in influencing gene expression.393
For −54 the net effect of these opposing mechanisms is repression, while at394
−80 and −82 the result is weak activation. In fact, most of the regulatory395
positions show a statistically significant difference for β from unity, implying396
that a (de)stabilizing component is present at most binding locations (see397
Methods Section). For the −50 and −72 binding locations, we report that398
α does not significantly differ from unity, and indicates that CpxR regulates399
RNAP activity at the promoter exclusively through stabilization. Coinciden-400
tally, the positions with stronger activation signatures(−48, −60, −64) have401
stabilization and acceleration values that result in a coherent strategy of reg-402
ulation by strongly recruiting RNAP and accelerating transcription (for the403
strongest activation position, −64, the model infers an acceleration 18-fold404
higher than the basal transcription rate).405
Finally, combining the inferred regulatory parameters, α and β deter-406
mined through inference in the position manifold space, with the measured407
extrinsic features (TF copy number and binding affinity) of gene regulation408
produces model curves using the effective parameterization that fits our data409
well. The effective parameters FCmax and χ for the CpxR TF data (See410
Methods section for details) are used to plot the fold-Change as a function411
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of χNTF for the 13 regulatory positions in Figure 6E. Crucially, we demon-412
strate that the two key variables χ and FCmax are effective in capturing the413
fold-change position sweep profiles similar to the plot in Figure 4A and B.414
Discussion415
To build a predictive understanding of gene regulation, we need to un-416
derstand not just where and when TFs bind but also learn the function and417
magnitude of the mechanisms of regulation at work by each TF [41, 42, 43].418
Often, it is difficult to separate the contributing factors of regulation, such419
as the TF binding affinity, copy number and interactions with other TFs,420
from the regulatory role of the TF that is characterized by its interactions421
with RNA polymerase at the promoter [44]. Here, we use a synthetic biology422
approach to measure the isolated regulatory effect of a TF on an otherwise423
constitutive promoter. This data is interpreted through a thermodynamic424
model of gene expression that treats the regulatory role of TFs as a com-425
bination of interactions that stabilize (or destabilize) the polymerase at the426
promoter and interactions that accelerate (or decelerate) the rate of transcrip-427
tion when the TF is cobound with polymerase. The model used here allows428
for both modes simultaneously and, importantly, enables us to quantify TF429
regulatory function continuously rather than categorically as “activators” or430
“repressors”. Using this model, we are able to characterize the huge range of431
regulation we see from the TFs in this study, which ranges from 10,000 fold432
repression up to 100 fold activation and everything in between with the same433
model. We believe this fluid classification of TF function can be a useful434
tool for characterizing TFs for the purpose of model building and predictive435
design of gene regulation.436
We found that for TFs operating immediately downstream of the pro-437
moter, the regulation of each TF was consistent with strong repression (i.e.438
with FCmax ≈ 0). Despite the large range in magnitude of regulation at this439
location, the same intrinsic regulatory mechanism seems to be conserved;440
differences in the magnitude of regulation was primarily due to difference in441
TF binding affinities rather than in the fundamental regulatory mechanisms442
of the TFs. In contrast, when these same TFs bind 61 base pairs upstream443
of the promoter the regulatory function of the TFs varied more substantially.444
We find some TFs remained as strong repressors (similar to their function445
at +1) however other TFs only weakly repress expression regardless of TF446
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copy number. We attribute this to intrinsic properties of the TF, polymerase447
(de)stabilization and (de)acceleration of transcription initiation by the TF,448
which depend on TF identity. Furthermore, profiling the regulation of CpxR449
at upstream binding locations, we find that this TF is capable of regulat-450
ing multiple steps of the transcriptional process simultaneously and joins a451
growing body of evidence for TFs engaging in complex regulatory maneuvers452
at the promoter [45, 46, 47]. This insight into how activation is actually453
brought about by the independent contributions of acceleration and stabi-454
lization demonstrates the applicability of the model to in vivo data, where455
previous work analyzing the kinetics of activator regulation have relied on456
in vitro biochemical assays [48]. We find that the contributions of these two457
mechanisms do not correlate with position; in some locations we found sta-458
bilization and acceleration acting together to produce strong activation, in459
other locations deceleration and stabilization worked incoherently resulting460
in weaker activation and repression. A startling feature of this incoherent461
regulation was its presence in the regulatory response of both an activator462
(CpxR) and a repressor (AgaR) and demonstrates that this type of regulation463
is not just accessible to TFs, but may be a pervasive aspect of TF-promoter464
regulation.465
The concept of stablilization and acceleration working antagonistically,466
with the step carrying the larger effect size ultimately determining the sta-467
tus of expression (activation or repression), has implications for the current468
paradigm of viewing TF regulation, particularly activation in the context469
of Class I and Class II promoters. This delineation of promoter class is470
based on the type of molecular contacts the activator makes with RNAP471
[49, 19, 50, 51], and addressing how these contacts shapes the relative effects472
of α and β would fill a vital gap in elucidating the molecular determinants473
that give rise to either coherent and incoherent regulatory modes. Such in-474
formation would allow for a more complete characterization of TFs, and in475
conjunction with methods of profiling TFs through genome wide occupancy476
techniques provides an important edge in the challenge of uncovering an ”ex-477
pression” code: i.e, a set of rules that govern the magnitude and duration478
of gene expression from natural promoters [52, 53, 54]. Realizing this goal,479
however, requires a systematic characterization of the TF position-regulatory480
axis to determine the spatial landscape of α and β and provides a compelling481
basis for characterizing a broader set of TFs to generate a ”regulatory com-482
pendium” where TFs are classified according to their regulatory mode. This483
argument, however, is predicated on our ability to infer regulation driven484
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by stabilization and acceleration with sufficient precision. One unfortunate485
feature of our experiments, as designed, is our inability to measure desta-486
bilization with good precision (β ≤ 1) and limits the characterization of487
TFs that engage through this mode. One potential way to overcome this488
is to select a stronger promoter sequence for the target gene. The selected489
sequence we used in our synthetic circuit was an attenuated form of the490
lacUV5 promoter, which was selected to increase the dynamic range of the491
promoter. As such, measuring the isolated regulatory function of TFs may492
require a range of promoters to fully characterize the wide array of regulatory493
behaviors possible.494
Here we focus entirely on the isolated regulatory role of each TF, however495
it is clear that one of the next steps is to probe how quantified TFs regu-496
late together. the ability to distinguish and quantify the stabilization and497
acceleration mode of regulation and characterize TFs based on them is im-498
portant for developing general theories of regulation that include TFs acting499
on different kinetic steps of the transcription process [55, 56, 57]; predictions500
for the combined regulatory effect of two stabilizing TFs should be different501
than predictions for a stabilizing TF acting together with an accelerating TF502
[55]. With each TF characterized, we can develop an empirical baseline or503
null hypothesis for what a TF should do on a gene: departures from this ex-504
pectation, due to the emergence of complex regulatory phenomenon brought505
about by TF-TF interactions [41], allosteric interactions [58, 59] or other506
effects indicate surprises that warrant testing in these expanded models.507
Methods508
Thermodynamic model for single TF regulation509
In the work here we use the standard form of the thermodynamic model510
as derived elsewhere [25, 27, 29]. In our framework, we include an additional511
consideration of the TF altering the rate of transcription as detailed in [31].512












where each term (in order) represents the weight of the unbound, bound514
by polymerase, bound by TF and cobound state. The terms Np and NTF515
are the total number of polymerase or TF molecules, with the term NNS516
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in the denominator scaling the respective terms with the total number of517
potential binding sites on the genome to give an effective concentration on518
the chromosome. The energy terms ∆εp and ∆εTF are the binding affinities519
of polymerase or TF to their promoter or operator site. The stabilization520
term (β) as discussed in Figure 1 is represented by the exponentiation of521












To compare with experimental measurements, we model YFP expression524
from our synthetic gene circuit as the convolution of the state specific tran-525
scription rates and the states enumerated in Pbound(NTF). For the state in526
which RNAP is solely bound, we give a rate of expression as r (a course-527
grained parameter representing the basal rate of YFP production). For the528
TF-RNAP co-bound state, we assign a scaling factor α that represents the529














In practice, what we seek to model is the fold-change in gene expression,531
which is the change in expression level relative to the unregulated gene.532
Based on the partition function and the state specific transcription rates, the533












We then define the following terms β = e−∆εI and P = Npe
−∆εp . As we535
have measured the value of P in our synthetic circuit to to be 6.6×10−2 [33],536
we safely assume the weak promoter limit simplifies the expression 1+Pβ
1+P
∼537




1 +NTF/NNSe−(∆εTF)(1 + Pβ)
. (5)
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We now define the final term in our derivation: χ = e−∆εTF/NNS(1 + Pβ)539
which represents the effective component that modifies the TF copy number540
with the product NTFχ acting in our model as the effective TF concentration.541
We now re-write the fold-change in terms of the effective TF number (χNTF),542
and the maximal fold-change(FCmax =
αβ
1+Pβ






Choice of the core-promoter sequence used in the synthetic circuit545
Previously we have found that the weak promoter approximation de-546
scribes in vivo measurements of repression of the lacUV5 promoter by LacI547
[60, 18]. For this study, where we expect to find both activation and repres-548
sion, we decided to use a weaker promoter for the target gene. This promoter549
was designed such that e−∆εp is roughly 1kBT lower than that of lacUV5 [33].550
We have confirmed that the basal expression of this promoter decreases as ex-551
pected and that regulation follows the same quantitative response to LacI as552
for lacUV5 [33]. Given that we have previously measured the core-promoter553
strength used in our synthetic circuit to be at P = 6.6×10−2 [33], we expect554
that the approximation 1 + P ≈ 1 used in deriving the thermodynamic pre-555
dictions for the fold-change in gene regulation is justified in our work. The556
choice of the promoter sequence comes with its trade-offs: a weaker promoter557
sequence, while allowing for a larger window of measurement for activation,558
potentially limits the ability to measure smaller β values for activation (the559
weaker the promoter, the larger the range of beta that is constrained to mea-560
surable dependence with α - note the weak stabilization limit discussed in561
the Main Text). Taking all points into consideration, we feel that our choice562
of the promoter sequence adequately balances competing objectives of de-563
tecting activation, and inferring the contributions of α and β, and allowing564
for strong enough expression to measure 100− 1000 fold repression at +1.565
Position Manifold Derivation566
As our primary motivation in this study rests on changing the binding567
location to explore the regulatory properties of a particular TF, we looked for568
a way to reformulate the thermodynamic model in such a way as to remove569
the binding affinity parameter from our consideration (under the assumption570
that the binding affinity is set primarily by the TF binding sequence which is571
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invariant). This would allow us to infer the intrinsic regulatory features for a572
TF (the acceleration and stabilization parameters). To do this, consider the573
following reformulation of the thermodynamic model where the TF concen-574
tration is written as a function of the fold-change (abbreviated FC below)575

















Given that we measure TF abundance, we can essentially couple the578
fold-change in regulation between two different positions by allowing the579
TF concentration to trace out a manifold that specifies the fold-change at580



























where the superscript p represents the regulatory posi-583




. Assuming the binding affinity is constant between the two loca-585


















Based on this reformulation, the key parameters to consider are the ac-587
celeration parameters (couched in the FCmax term as described in Fig1) and588
the stabilization parameters at positions x and y (a total of 4 parameters).589
In a sense, the “position manifold” allows us to remove what we consider590
to be the extrinsic feature of TF regulation (the binding affinity and TF591
copy number) from the intrinsic features of the TF regulatory response (the592
regulatory activity as of the TF on RNAP through stabilization and acceler-593
ation). We can further simplify the model by taking into account a judicious594
binding location for the position x. Taking the +1 binding location, where595
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the assumption of steric hindrance in our thermodynamic model for all the596
TFs surveyed in this work is justified, we set βx ∼ 0 (which makes k = 1)597
and FCxmax = 0. This leads us to the final form of the position manifold for a598















Now we see that the only parameters that remain in the model are the601
acceleration and stabilization at position y (the regulatory position under602
consideration).603
Culture conditions and Data acquisition procedures for Microscopy604
and Flow Cytometry Data605
The position dependent regulatory profiles for the 6 TFs -AcrR, AgaR,606
ArsR, AscG, BetI, CpxR - evaluated at +1 and −61 positions were measured607
using fluorescence microscopy. At every microscopy session, the TF titration608
strains ( harboring the integrated TF-mCherry fusions in the ybcN locus609
and the synthetic circuit in the galK locus) were cultured with companion610
strains. These include the TF-mCherry fusions lacking the galK synthetic611
circuit integration (necessary to derive the calibration factor to convert the612
arbitrary fluorescence signal into TF copy number) and TF-mCherry fusion613
strains with the TF binding site missing from the integrated synthetic circuit614
(necessary to account for TF titration effect on gene expression). Further-615
more, constitutive strains lacking the TF-mCherry fusion (integration in the616
ybcN locus) and expressing the integrated synthetic circuit were necessary617
to compute the fold-change in gene expression.618
Single colonies of bacterial cultures from freshly streaked LB-Agar plates619
with appropriate antibiotics are grown overnight in 1 mL of LB in a 37◦ C620
incubator shaking at 250 rpm. Cultures are diluted 104−105 fold into 1 mL of621
fresh M9 minimal media supplemented with 0.5 percent of glucose at different622
aTc concentrations (0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 10 ng/mL) and623
allowed to grow at 37◦ C until they reach an OD600 of 0.1 to 0.4 and harvested624
for microscopy. 1 µL of cells is spotted on a 2 percent low melting agarose625
pad (Invitrogen 16520050) made with 1X PBS. An automated fluorescent626
microscope (Nikon TI-E) with a heating chamber set at 37◦C is used to record627
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multiple fields per sample (between 6-12 unique fields of view) resulting in628
roughly 100 to 500 individual cells per sample.629
The calibration factor for the conversion of mCherry fluorescence to TF630
copy number is quantified by measuring the fluctuations in fluorescence par-631
titioning during cell division [18]. Briefly, cells expressing the TF-mCherry632
fusion protein are grown as described above, and just before imaging 100633
µL of cells from different aTc concentrations are pooled together and washed634
twice with M9-glucose minimal media containing no aTc. Cells are then spot-635
ted on 2% low melting agarose pad made with M9-glucose minimal media.636
Phase images are captured for roughly 150 to 200 fields and their positions637
are saved for later. These phase images (named as Lineage tracker) will serve638
as a source file for lineage tracking of the mother-daughter pair. After one639
doubling time (roughly 1 hour or depending on the doubling time for dif-640
ferent TF strains), the microscope stage was returned to the same field of641
view using the saved position matrix and are imaged again (and named as642
daughter finder) using both phase and mCherry channels643
To measure the regulatory profiles for the CpxR TF position sweep con-644
structs, we used flow cytometry for rapid and reproducible data acquisition.645
The CpxR-titration strains harboring the position regulation plasmids (See646
Strains) were cultured in LB + Kanamycin media from single colony inocu-647
lates until saturation. A 1:10000 dilution for each strain was then made in648
M9 minimal media supplemented with glucose along with the appropriate649
amount of aTc to titrate CpxR-mCherry levels. We found that the following650
aTc concentrations 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 3, 4, 6 and 8 ng/ml provided a good dy-651
namic range of TF expression while maintaining viability of the CpxR strains.652
The aTc dilution solutions were made from a stock solution of 1 mg/mL sus-653
pended in ethanol and were made fresh prior to the application of the aTc654
for the M9 culture. After M9 dilution, the strains were grown in 96 well655
plates to steady state (OD600 of 0.1 – 0.2). Similar to microscopy acquisi-656
tion procedure, we had constitutive (CpxR-KO) strains transformed with the657
binding position plasmids along with the CpxR-titration strain transformed658
with the plasmid having the TF binding sequence removed from the promoter659
to account for physiological effects of CpxR-mCherry titration to calculate660
the fold-Change. Cells were diluted between 1:16 to 1:32 fold in PBS media661
in a 96 well cytometer plate prior to data acquisition and cytometry was662
performed on a MacsQuant VYB. At the beginning of each run, an initial663
gating strategy involving the FSC and SSC height information was used to664
eliminate background events and samples were run to achieve ∼ 60000 gated665
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events for each position strain at a given aTc concentration.666
Data processing steps for Microscopy and Cytomtery Data667
For the +1 and −61 position sweep regulatory curves of the 6 TFs, we668
took the microscopy images and segmented individual cells using a modified669
version of the Matlab code Schnitzcells [61].We use this code to segment the670
phase images of each sample to identify single cells. Mean pixel intensities671
of YFP and mCherry signals are extracted from the segmented phase mask672
for each cell. The autofluorescence is calculated by averaging the mean in-673
tensity of the autofluorescence strain in both mCherry and yfp channels and674
is subtracted from each measured YFP or mCherry value. Total fluorescence675
for each channel is obtained by multiplying the mean pixel-intensity with676
the area of the cell. Fold-change in expression for a given binding site is677
calculated by the ratio of total fluorescence of strains expressing the TF to678
the strains with no TF. For partitioning statistics to estimate the calibration679
factor, mother-daughter pairs are first automatically identified and verified680
manually to ensure cells made exactly one division. The mean pixel intensity681
and area of the mother-daughter pairs are obtained. The background fluo-682
rescence is estimated as described in Ali et al [7] using the inverse mask of683
individual frames. The sum and difference in fluorescence of the two daugh-684
ters were then used to find the conversion factor, v, between fluorescence and685
number of TFs using the equation (I1 − I2)2 = v(I1 + I2), which stems from686
the assumption of binomial partitioning of TFs at cell division [61].687
For the CpxR position cytometry data, we adapted a robust data analysis688
procedure [62] to computationally gate events to ensure reproducible fold-689
change measurements for a given position across replicates. All data files for690
a given CpxR position construct (where each file represents a combination of691
the binding location plasmid and aTc titration level) had an initial number of692
roughly 60000 measurements, and we binned the data based on the measured693
RFP values into 16 bins. All the events from these RFP fluorescence bins694
were then gated using the log10 values of the Forward Scatter and Side Scatter695
height profiles for an event (referred to as FSC and SSC respectively) to696
improve the likelihood that the final retained data points were single cell697
measurements. To construct this gate, we computed the mean and covariance698
matrix for each data set for every RFP bin and used these statistics to fit an699
ellipsoid to the full data set according to the following formulae:700
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This step retains events that are within a particular distance from the701
center of the ellipsoid using an appropriate value for the cut-off (alpha).702
We based the value of the cut-off on the following rationale: As each event703
is essentially a vector of FSC and SSC values (the log10 values of the For-704
ward Scatter and Side Scatter), we assume the joint values are normally705
distributed, which translates to a distance metric that is a chi-squared ran-706
dom variable (the sum of two normally distributed entities is chi-squared707
with df 2). We selected α as the 5th percentile of values from the cumulative708
distribution, and events within the cutoff were taken to be single cell mea-709
surements used to compute the fold-change values presented in the results710
section.711
Parameter fitting and Inference for position dependent fold-change712
regulation data713
We interpret the promoter regulatory data from the 6 TFs surveyed at the714
+1 and −61 binding locations through the thermodynamic model as specified715
in the results section. The fold-Change data for the TF-position strain (See716
Data processing steps for Microscopy and Cytomtery Data section for details)717
as a function of NTF was fit to equation 6 with the aim of extracting the best-718
fit value of the FCmax and χ (the product of the stabilization effect and the TF719
binding affinity). We used a bootstrapping procedure to generate confidence720
intervals for the both the FCmax and binding affinity parameters, and for each721
of the TFs surveyed we fit the +1 and −61 parameter sets independently.722
The bootstrapping procedure resampled the data points from the fold-change723
vs RFP curve for a given TF-binding location across all replicate datasets724
1000000 times. For each iteration, fold-change replicate data points from a725
given induction conduction were sampled to generate a possible regulatory726
response as a function of TF-copy number. Each of these resampled curves727
were then fit to the thermodynamic model outlined in Figure 1A using a728
non-linear least squares fitting procedure to determine the optimal fit for the729
values of FCmax and χ parameters. As seen in Figures 4C and Figures 4D,730
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we report the means and confidence intervals for these two parameters and731
plot the curve generated by taking the expected value of the thermodynamic732
model conditioned on the model parameters along with the 94th percent733
confidence interval.734
For the CpxR position sweep data, we used the position manifold formal-735
ism to delineate the values of the acceleration and stabilization parameters.736
For positions that showed discernible regulation (12 out of the 22 upstream737
positions profiled), we assume that the binding affinity is constant between738
the regulatory positions as the only changing variable is the binding loca-739
tion (the binding sequence is the same) and recast the binned data from the740
FC vs RFP replicates using the position manifold formalism as detailed in741
the Methods (see Position Manifold Derivation). To sample the probability742
space of the acceleration and stabilization parameters for a given binding743
location, we started by inferring the joint posterior distribution FCmax and744
K = 1 + Pβ using a Bayesian approach that relates the parameters un-745
derlying our thermodynamic model to the data according to the following746
relation:747
p(FCmax,K|FC) =
L (FC|FCmax,K) p (FCmax,K)
p (FC)
, (13)
where the term on the left hand side is the posterior distribution of the748
parameters (FCmax and K). The terms on the right hand side represent749
the likelihood of the data given the parameters(L (FC|FCmax,K), the prior750
distribution of the parameters (p (FCmax,K)), and lastly the distribution of751
the data itself p (FC). Each of the 12 regulatory positions were fit separately752
using the Bayesian inference procedure , we specified our likelihood function753





















The superscript k represents an upstream binding location for the CpxR755
TF and the subscript i represents the data points for a given position regu-756
latory dataset. The proposed fold-change value FCprop from the model takes757
the form:758
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The crux of the Bayesian approach to model inference is to simulate can-759
didate draws of the joint posterior distribution of the FCmax and K param-760
eters by proposing candidate values from the prior distribution, generating761
the thermodynamic curve, and evaluating the likelihood function. A transi-762
tion in the jointly sampled parameter space from one set of parameter values763
to another is based on the premise that parameter sets will be sampled in764
proportion to the probability of the posterior distribution (as long as the765
sampling chain is drawing from the stationary distribution). This process is766
repeated until a given number of draws have been made from the joint pos-767
terior distribution. The results of this inference procedure are used to draw768
the model curves in Figure 5C and we use the relation between the sampled769
parameters (FCmax and K) and the acceleration and stabilization parame-770
ters as detailed previously in the methods section. The sampling procedure771
was implemented with the PyMC3 package that utilizes the NUTS sampler,772
a particular implementation of the Hamiltonian Monte-Carlo algorithm, to773
sample the joint posterior distribution [63].774
We used a uniform distribution as the priors for both the FCmax and K775
model parameters with appropriate bounds for each parameter. For K, we776
ensured that the lowest potential value is 1, in line with the assumptions777
from the derivation of the position manifold formalism. We checked the in-778
ferences from each position to ensure that the bounds we enforced on both779
parameters were appropriate and that the sampled values were not tending780
towards the edge of the sample space. Furthermore, we cast the σ param-781
eter (the standard deviation) of the position specific likelihood function as782
a hyper-parameter in our sampling procedure and set the prior distribution783
as uniform over a defined interval with the lower bound = 0. Overall, our784
inference approach allowed us to ensure precise inference of α and β and for785
8 out of the 12 regulatory positions (See Table 1).786
To get the stabilization values from this inference procedure, we simply787
used the following relation between the K and β and the fact that the788
polymerase occupancy has a measured value of 6.65× 10−2 in our synthetic789
promoter,790
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Given the stabilization value for a draw in the chain, we then find the791














Table 1 lists the inferred acceleration and stabilization parameters. We794
report the median values of the inference chain along with the bounds that795
encompass the 68%th percent Bayesian credible interval of the parameters.796
For positions −58, −70, and −74, the inference estimates are not precise due797
to the phenomenon of the “weak stabilization” limit as discussed in the Main798
text. Examining the posterior distribution of the FCmax and K parameters,799
we find the values of the 68% credible interval for these positions (both α800
and β) to encompass both coherent and incoherent regimes.801
Using the position manifold parameters to generate the thermody-802
namic model in FC vs NTF space803
The parameters inferred using the position manifold approach were used804
to construct the thermodynamic model curves in Figure 5C and Figure 6E. To805
accomplish this, we used the K = 1 +Pβ and FCmax values inferred for each806
of the 12 regulatory positions (see Methods Section: Parameter fitting and807
Inference for position dependent fold-change regulation data). To transform808
the Markov chain of K values to the χNTF for the main thermodynamic809
model (Figure 1, and Methods), we inferred the two parameters from the810
thermodynamic model for the +1 position FC vs TFcopy number data using811







where χN+1TF = NTFe
−∆εTF and the effective TF concentration is determined813
purely by the binding affinity. Based on Figure 4A, where the data for all814
6 TFs profiled at the +1 position follows is consistent with steric hindrance815
(very small β parameter), this interpretation is justified and allows us to816
simply scale the inferred values of the K for the 12 regulatory positions with817
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the mean value of the inferred χN+1TF chain to reconstitute the position specific818
χNTF. The results of this transformation are the model curves (mean± 2σ)819
in Figure 5C and Figure 6E.820
Cloning the TF specific binding location gene circuits821
The upstream promoter sequence in our synthetic gene circuit was de-822
rived from the PDL5 plasmid that contains a modified version of the lacUV5823
promoter sequence as used previously [18]. Binding sequences for AcrR,824
AgaR, ArsR, AscG, BetI, CpxR TFs were cloned at the +1 and the −61825
locations of that plasmid by ordering the binding sites as a primer dimer826
with overhangs that amplified the surrounding flanking regions of the PDL5827
vector where we wished to insert the sequences and PCR amplified the de-828
sired regions. This amplified sequence contained the YFP coding sequence,829
transcriptional termination sequence, and the 250 bp upstream promoter se-830
quence containing the TF-biding site either at +1 or −61 along with the831
Kanamycin selection cassette. The amplification produced two fragments832
and Gibson assembly was then used to stitch the two fragments resulting833
in a sequence that had the desired regulatory sequence, promoter, reporter834
cassette along with overhangs for the galK locus. The resulting reaction was835
purified, and transformed into the galK locus in using the pKM208 recom-836
bination E.coli strains [64]. The strains were then Sanger sequenced and837
verified to contain the appropriate regulatory and promoter sequences and838
used P1 transduction to transfer the galK locus into the approrpiate TF839
titration strains (both the TF knockout strain and the TF-mCherry strains).840
To clone the synthetic target promoters for the CpxR position sweep841
regulation experiments, we designed an approach to make fast and efficient842
cloning of any TF binding sequence at defined locations ranging from +1843
to -112bp relative to the TSS on the unregulated DNA circuit (PDL5). We844
designed forward and reverse primers to amplify the plasmid at defined lo-845
cations in the promoter sequence. These primers were used to insert a ccdb846
cassette at the precise location upstream of the gene circuit and had over-847
hangs for the typeIIs BbsI restrction site. This allowed for excision of the848
ccdB cassette and cloning of BbsI digested TF binding sites that had com-849
plementary overhangs to excised region. The PDL5 − ccdB plasmids were850
assembled and transformed into Escherichia coli DB3.1 strain that harbors851
key mutations in DNA gyrase that tolerates the ccdB toxin [65] for stock852
curation and sequencing. The plasmids were then incubated with double853
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stranded oligos that had the TF binding sites flanked with the Bbs1 restric-854
tion sites and the 4 bp complementary sequence to the digested plasmid.855
This approach allowed the incubation to be a one-step Digestion and Liga-856
tion reaction to excise the ccdB cassette and insert the TF binding sequence857
at the defined locus. Stock curation, sequencing, and final transformation858
into the relevant stains were done as for the other TF-position constructs.859
All primers and TF binding sequences used for the cloning of the synthetic860
target genes are listed in the Supplement Section.861
Engineering the titratable TF-mCherry fusion strains862
All strains used in this study are constructed from the parent strain E.863
coli MG1655. The TFs investigated in this study include AcrR, AgaR, ArsR,864
AscG, BetI, and CpxR. Each TF gene is deleted from its wildtype locus and865
expressed from the ybcN locus under the regulation of a Ptet promoter.866
The autofluorescence strain for each experiment is E. coli MG1655 with the867
corresponding TF knocked out from the wildtype locus.868
We used the KEIO library [66] as the starting point for the construction869
of the 6 TFs with the titratable TF-mCherry fusion cassette. We selected the870
corresponding clone from the KEIO library with the TF-knockout (the coding871
and upstream regions of the TF gene are replaced by a constitutive promoter872
expressing Kanamycin), and deletion of TF gene from the wildtype locus was873
performed by P1 transduction of the corresponding knockout from the KEIO874
collection to the MG1655 E. coli strain. The kanamycin cassette was cured875
using the frt flippase expressed from pCP20 plasmid. The TF ORF(open876
reading frame) was fused to mCherry with an AEK linker sequence by PCR877
amplifying the ORF from the MG1655 strain and cloning into the plasmid878
pZs3 containing the Ptet promoter with the AEK-mCherry cassette down-879
stream. The Ptet TF-mCherry fusion construct was then amplified by ybcN880
integration primers for chromosomal insertion. The target gene for inte-881
gration is constructed by SOEing PCR using the primer pairs listed in the882
Supplemental Section. Chromosomal integration of the TF and target are883
performed by lambda red recombineering assisted by plasmid pKM208 as884
described in [64]. The strain we used for the integration of the TF-mCherry885
fusion cassette had the inducer construct (constitutive promoter expressing886
TetR) already integrated at the gspI locus. After integration, we sequenced887
the regions surrounding the TetR promoter and the TF-Linker-mCherry cas-888
sette to confirm the regions were free of any mutations. We then catalogued889
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and stored these strains before making the synthetic circuit measurements890
as presented in the Main Text.891
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(E) Overview of model parameters and connections to experiment
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Figure 1: Thermodynamic modeling for measuring TF regulatory features. (A)
The thermodynamic model for the target gene allows for four states: unbound by TF
or RNAP, bound by RNAP, bound by TF or bound by both. The probability of each
of these states occurring is listed in the middle column. The rightmost column shows
the transcription rates in these states. (B) Fold-change vs TF copy number (NTF) for
gene regulated by an activator (top set of curves) or a repressor (bottom set of curves).
The blue and green curves have the same FCmax as the red curve but with increased
stability (β, green curve) or TF binding affinity (∆εTF, blue curve). (C) Replotting the
curves in (B) as a function of effective TF concentration (χNTF) demonstrates that each
of the curves now falls onto a single “collapsed” curve defined by the effective parameters
FCmax and χNTF. (D) Data collapse curve for a range of different FCmax values. (E) The
relationship between theoretical parameters of the model and in vivo molecular details of
the regulation.
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(B) Controlled target gene(A) Inducible TF expression gene
(C) Measuring TF and target expression
levels
(D) TF induction levels

































































































Figure 2: Experimental setup for measuring the TF position dependent regu-
latory profile. (A) The inducible TF expression strains consist of a set of base strains
where the endogenous copy of any one of our 6 TFs knocked out and reintroduced as
a TF-mCherry fusion at the ybcN locus expressed from an inducible tet promoter. (B)
Regulation by the controlled TF is measured using a synthetic target promoter driving
YFP expression integrated to the galK locus. The target promoter is designed to be un-
regulated except by a single binding site for the controlled TF. The sequence and location
of this binding site can be systematically controlled. (C) The quantitative regulation is
measured as the fold-change in YFP expression as a function of mCherry signal. (D)
The range of TF concentrations explored for each TF is shown. Here we have converted
the arbitrary mCherry fluorescence signal into number of TFs using fluctuation counting
methods detailed further in the SI.
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Figure 3: Regulatory curves for individual TFs. Each curve shows the response of
a gene regulated only by the controlled TF to a measured level of TF. In all cases, the
average number of TFs from each induction condition is found by converting the arbitrary
fluorescence signal of each TF-FP fusion to TF number through a fluctuation counting
method. For the no binding site control data (blue points), the fold-change is typically
1 for all TF concentrations; in other words, their is no regulatory response to the TF in
the absence of a binding site. When the binding site is inserted just downstream at +1
(red points), the observed regulatory function is always repression. However, at -61 (green
points) the response can vary between repression that is as strong as +1 (i.e. AgaR in
B), repressive but weaker than at +1 (i.e. AcrR or BetI in A and E), or it can have the
opposite role and activate (i.e. CpxR in F).
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(C) Fit regulatory role at -61 vs +1


































χNTFEffective TF conc. (          )χNTFEffective TF conc. (          )
Figure 4: Fold-change for a given regulatory location vs Neff. The regulatory curve
for all TFs when acting at (A) +1 and (B) −61 plotted against Neff = NTFexp(−∆εTF).
In all cases, the binding energy and FCmax are determined from fitting the equation in
Figure 1A to the +1 and −61 data independently. Although the data for +1 is well
described by a single regulatory behavior for every TF (pure repression, i.e. FCmax ≈ 0),
the same TFs at -61 have a spectrum of quantitatively distinct regulatory behaviors. (C)
There is no correlation for the overall regulatory role of the TF between +1 and −61,
indicating position dependence for the regulatory role of these TFs.(D) The inferred TF
binding affinity is consistent between +1 and −61 for all but two TFs corresponding to
AgaR and CpxR, possibly indicating a contribution from TF stabilization (Pβ > 1).
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Figure 5: Position specific regulatory profiles of the CpxR TF. (A) The distri-
bution of CpxR binding sites across all naturally occurring genes in E. coli. Note that
the length of the rectangles represents the span of the binding sequence and the border
color represents activation (blue) or repression (red). A majority of the binding sites are
centered between the -40 to -80 positions. (B) Schematic strategy for constructing and
measuring CpxR acting at a specified binding site(the ppiA binding sequence) inserted
at 21 upstream positions and 1 downstream position on the promoter. (C) The inferred
maximal fold-change (FCmax) for each of the 21 upstream binding locations as a function
of the binding location at the promoter. The center of the red and green shaded areas
denote the presumed locations for the minima and maxima of the regulatory response
(anchored on −48) based on the 10.5bp periodicity of B-Form DNA.(D) The regulatory
profile of CpxR as a function of TF copy number for the 22 binding locations. Each panel
shows the TF copy number on the x -axis and the fold-change in YFP on the y-axis of
individual replicates (colored points). The black points represent the mean and standard
error of these replicates. The dashed line running though the data points is the theory
prediction based on inference from the model detailed in Figure 6. The shaded regions
represent ±2 standard deviations of the inferred model parameters.
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(A) Position manifold plots from 
fold-change vs TF number data
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(B) Position manifold plots reveal 























Figure 6: CpxR binding location determines the mode of TF-RNAP regulation.
(A) Tracing out the position regulatory manifold using TF abundance from two different
binding locations. (B) The position manifold curves are predicted to be straight lines when
β is small, but curved for larger values of β (C) Position Manifold plots for the 12 upstream
regulatory positions as a function of the fold-Change at +1. The solid red line represents
the mean of the model regulatory profile generated from the inferred acceleration and
stabilization parameters and the shaded regions represent ±2 standard deviations from
the mean. (D) Phase plot of FCmax as a function of α and β parameters. The horizontal
black line marks β = 1 (no stabilization or destabilization) and the vertical black dashed
line marks α = 1 (no acceleration or deceleration). The white lines represent contours of
constant FCmax. The colored points represent the parameter inference of α and β for each
of the regulatory positions. (E) Plot of fold-change against the effective TF concentration
χNTF for the 13 regulatory positions (12 upstream and 1 downstream) using parameters
derived from the position manifold plots in (B).
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Table 1: Inferred acceleration and stabilization parameters. Median values of the
inference chain along with the bounds that encompass the 68%th percent Bayesian credible
interval of the parameters α and β. The “weak stabilization limit” limits the precision of
inference estimates for positions −58, −70, and −74.
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